
 

 

 

COLLABORATION AGREEMENT 

For the student project/practice at the Oslo Metropolitan University in collaboration 
with other institutions or private and public sector. 
 
(When the student is taking a practice period in an institution/organization/for training 
and experience). 
  
The contract is agreed between: 
 
 
Student .............................. Student Number: .................................. 
 
 
and the Oslo Metropolitan University (OsloMet) by Course leader 
 
.................................................................................................................. 
 
 
Institution / organization ........................... at ......................................... 
 
 
The project / practice carried out in connection with the subject / topic 
 
......................................................................... 
 
The project provides ...... credits in the program. 
 
The practical art 
Students will conduct a project (practice/master) in collaboration with the 
institution/organization. The thesis must be prepared in dialogue between student, 
institution/organization and course manager. The student is responsible for 
discussing the project and plans with the contact person at the 
institution/organization and with the course manager. The respective subject 
department at OsloMet is responsible for planning educational content and gives the 
final approval. 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of the cooperation is to develop students' knowledge, skills and general 
competence in order to specialize in a field. The project student enters must be 
vocationally relevant to the student`s academic course. OsloMet intends that the 
institution/organization will benefit from new approaches and ideas, initiating 
processes which they may derive advantage from later or get help in such tasks as 
3D modeling, graphic communication, etc. 



 

 

OsloMet’s rights 
The submitted copies/files of the project with attachments (this is emphasized in 
course description), that is necessary for censorship and archiving, belongs to 
OsloMet. OsloMet gets a royalty-free right to use  the project with an attachment to 
this, and can use this for educational and research purposes. 
 
Institution/organization its rights and obligations 
The institution/organization is entitled to the student's contribution to the 
institution/enterprise's project. 
 
All oral and written data, processes, products, methods, oral and written information 
or analysis ("Results") developed, discovered or otherwise produced by the student 
or anyone on the student's behalf in the implementation of the 
institution/organization’s project ("the Project") shall accrue to the institution / 
organization. The same applies to all rights to technical solutions, methodologies, 
processes and procedures that emerge as a result of the project, whether they can 
be patented or not, and all copyrights, trademarks, designs, drawings, specifications, 
prototypes, know-how and the like (also defined that "results"). This includes the right 
to remove errors, change the design, development results further, reproduce, 
transmit, reproduce, as it stands, and with sound, post, store or otherwise modify, 
use and exploitation of the results. 
 
The student's contribution the institution/organization can use in their own activities. 
In accordance with intellectual property law retains the students always the moral 
rights to their contributions. This means that the student retains the right to be named 
as inventor and respect for the subject of copyright (the subject shall not be 
destroyed or profaned). 
 
The institution/organization shall cover the costs arising from the nature of the work. 
Such expenses may include traveling, materials for construction of prototypes, 
purchase of samples, color copying, etc. Costs must be cleared with the company in 
advance.                    A cost framework proposal must be included in the student's 
project specification. Reimbursement of expenses shall be covered on presentation 
of the original receipt. 
 
Institution/organization must make relevant material available and give guidance. 
 
Publishing                                                                                                                                              
The student has the right to enter into an agreement with OsloMet for publication of 
his/her project in OsloMets institutional archive. The student has also a right to 
publish the thesis or parts of it, as an independent thesis or as a part of a larger work, 
or in a popularized form in any official publication.  
 
Other Provisions 
When attending at the institution/organization premises, candidates must conform to 
the institution/organization’s work regulations and any other directions from the 
institution/organization management. This requirement may be to sign a 
confidentiality agreement. 



 

 

If desired, OsloMet commits itself to ensure that the course leader and possibly 
sensor sign a confidentiality agreement in relation to information, orally, in writing or 
otherwise, as they get on the project the student has entered in. This must be 
entered into a separate confidentiality agreement between OsloMet and course 
leader and sensor. 

General 
This agreement shall take effect before other agreements that have been or are 
being created between the two parties mentioned above. If the student and the 
institution/organization enter into an agreement of confidentiality concerning 
information which he/she receives or of which he/she becomes aware about, the 
confidentiality agreement will only regulate this. 

If any disagreements, complaints, injuries or damage occur, these must be reported 
to the supervisor forthwith. 

Any dispute arising out of this agreement shall be resolved by negotiations. If this is 
unsuccessful, the parties agree that the dispute will be settled by arbitration in 
accordance with Norwegian law. Dispute will be resolved with finality by the courts at 
Oslo, Norway.  
 

Oslo, .................... 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For the University  For the institutions / businesses  Student 


